Subject: Meaning of Skipped Tests?
Posted by davidmccoy on Sun, 29 Jan 2017 16:20:52 GMT

Edit 1: The email gives no indication of any failure or activity between the skipped 22. It just shows I got 21 right and moves on to 23:

Your output:
[67.300000,86.400000,84.300000,37.800000,70.600000,68.900000,35.600000,29.300000,35.900000,99.200000,27.600000,8.600000]

Expected output:
[67.300000,86.400000,84.300000,37.800000,70.600000,68.900000,35.600000,29.300000,35.900000,99.200000,27.600000,8.600000]

Output matches exactly!

TESTING STACK

TEST #23

Original:

For myself, test 22 was skipped entirely in the email (but only test 22) while I had the rest correct and not skipped. For some of my friends, some of their tests skipped as well (including 22, but also more). What is the significance of a skipped test? Is it a timeout issue? I can't imagine that being the case for 22 at least, since it's a bunch of constant operations. Memory should not be an issue as well.

I went and simulated test 22 myself and had no problem running it (not that that means too much since the results must be replicated on the Beastie end, but still, it was on Linux).

Subject: Re: Meaning of Skipped Tests?
Posted by lusth on Sun, 29 Jan 2017 21:37:04 GMT

You can get a description of the tests with:

wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/cs201/assign0-tests

You can come to my office and I'll show you the behavior on troll.

Subject: Re: Meaning of Skipped Tests?
Posted by laskinner on Sun, 29 Jan 2017 22:01:51 GMT

You can get a description of the tests with:

wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/cs201/assign0-tests

You can come to my office and I'll show you the behavior on troll.
I am also missing tests. I had two timeout and three tests missing without note.

Thank you for your response and for the behavior document for the tests. Unfortunately I have found no error between the way the test is run and the simple insertions and removals which run in constant time, and have replicated the test with perfect results (an empty list). My email report gives me no insight, merely having skipped test #22 with successes in every other test and no error occurring before or after test 22, so I don't know the next step to know what change, if any, I need to make to my dll insert or remove functions.

I am afraid because the due date for the resubmission is only a few hours after your office hours. Is there any time/place to review this problem besides the appointment times on Wednesday?

I'm in my office today (monday).